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Abstract
     The Antarctic surveying and mapping works of China include geodesy,  satellite
positioning, topographic surveys, photogrammetry and mapping both in the Fildes
Peninsula (West Antarctica) and in the Larsemann Hills (East Antarctica). In these
regions, Chinese surveyors have set up the coordinate system and level system, built in
some maps of stations, provided the indemnification servings for Antarctic research
works of other academic discipline. In addition, The scientific research on geodesy
kinetics and mapping methods has been developed.
     In the recent years the new progress of Antarctic surveying and mapping of China has
achieved. The more important subjects, described briefly,  are:
     a) Zhong Shan permanent GPS satellite tracking site;
     b) GPS positioning and navigation of ice sheet research from Zhong Shan station to
Dome A zone;
     c) Surveying and mapping of Grove Mountains Area;
     d) Antarctic internet-based GIS by GEOSTAR;
     e) Monitoring crustal movement of the Fildes rift region; and so on.
     This paper discusses not only above problems but also some future research planning.
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I. Introduction
    Up to the present, It is already 15 years since China entered on surveying and mapping
works in Antarctica. Two scientific research stations, Great Wall station and Zhong Shan
Station, had built by China during these 15 years. These two stations are the important
bases for Antarctic surveying and mapping works of China.  In Antarctic Surveying and
Mapping Works of China, there are 2 main parts: first, offering the indemnificatory
conditions for CHINARE (Chinese National Antarctic Research Expedition) that include
the establishment of both stations’ coordinate system, plotting basic maps, developing
satellite images, satellite navigation, and etc.; secondly, the Antarctic scientific research
works correlated with surveying and mapping had studied, such as the monitoring crustal
deformation, the changes of sea level, the methods of mapping and GIS database. In the
surveying and mapping works of Antarctica not only traditional surveying techniques but
modern techniques were utilized by Chinese surveyors, the former were inclusive of
theodolite and leveling instrument and the latter included GPS, GIS and RS technology
and their integration. Because of specific character of surveying, the fieldwork was
carried out usually on Antarctic summer season. Although there were many unfavorable
factors such as severe weather, coldness and storm, the surveying and mapping products
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with good quality and precision were obtained. In some scientific research fields such as
monitoring crustal deformation in large area, monitoring sea level change, SCAR GPS
Campaigns, and etc., international cooperation is necessary and important because of any
country is unable to accomplish these kinds of actual observation works. If the latest
technology is utilized in international cooperation, the first-class achievement can be
gotten. Chinese surveyors hope to cooperate honestly with other countries’ scientists in
Antarctic scientific research.

II. The Crustal Deformation Monitoring in the Fildes Peninsula
In order to study crustal movement in Antarctica, China has constructed a

deformation monitoring network in Fildes Strait region, West Antarctica, which was
observed with DI-20 infrared geodimeter and GPS receivers, and participated in SCAR
Epoch GPS Campaigns as well. The Fildes peninsula is located between South America
Plate and Antarctic Plate, so faultage movement was very active. It is very important to
monitor crustal movement of the region by using high precise geodetic technique. The
shape and structure of this network is shown in Fig.1.

Fig1. Crustal deformation monitoring network in Fildes Peninsula

    Since Fildes deformation monitoring network has been set up in 1984, we have gotten
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the observed data of three sessions of the network with DI-20 infrared geodimeter.
Furthermore, the observed data of other two sessions with GPS positioning technique
have obtained. From data analysis of this network the following conclusions were
available:

1) There is some small shear movement trend in Fildes faultage area;
2) It is a reliable and valid method to monitor the crustal deformation by using GPS
high precise positioning technique in Antarctica.

III. SCAR Epoch GPS Campaigns
   The research on Antarctic plate movement organized by SCAR WG-GGI, was an
international cooperation project that many countries perform together. This project has
following objectives: Link of Antarctica with International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF); Measurement of the relative rates and directions of the Antarctic Plate from
adjoining plates; Determination of relative motion of crustal blocks within the Antarctic
Plate; Determination of the vertical motion of the Antarctic lithosphere due to changing
ice and ocean loadings, and etc.
   China’s both Great Wall Station and Zhong Shan Station have participated in SCAR
Epoch GPS Campaigns which carried out from 20 January to 10 February every year
from 1994. Both stations’ monuments with permanent coppery marker to be forced to
center were directly set into bedrock, so the monuments are substantial enough to be
stable to the millimeter level. The GPS data and corresponding documentation of each
session have been sent to TU Dresden/Germany in time.
   Now Chinese surveyors are processing part sessions’ GPS data.

IV. The Geodetic Network at Larsemann Hills and Topographic Map
   During the first East Antarctica Expedition(1988/1989), the Chinese surveyors set up
coordinate system and level system based on Zhong Shan Station, and some points
around the station were surveyed. The Larsemann Hills where Zhong Shan station lies in
northeast are about 200 square kilometers. It covers from south latitude 69.3 deg. to 69.4
deg. and from east longitude 75.97 deg. to 76.44 deg., and half of this area is sea in which
there are many islands. It takes 4 years(1988-1992) to establish and survey geodetic
network at Larsemann Hills. The network projects a form of the traverse net in which the
angles were surveyed by Wild T2 theodolite and the sides were measured by DI-20
geodimeter. Its data processing had been made by using principle of simultaneous
adjustment, the statistics and analysis for the adjustment results indicated that the
network has good quality to accord with the demands of scale 1:10,000 map work.
   At the same time the aerial photograph of Larsemann hills had gained by using
ecumenical 120 camera when small helicopter flied in the air above 3,200 m. Based upon
these photograph the Larsemann Hills topographic map and image map of scale 1:10,000
were made out.
   In addition, the topographic map of Fildes peninsula area had worked out after the
geodetic network of the region had set up.
   The topographic maps of Great Wall Station and Zhong Shan Station were surveyed to
meet requirements of other research works.
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V. Research on Antarctic Geoid by Using Gravity Field of the Earth
   The studying on change of gravity field of the Earth is an important part of research of
global change. The Antarctic gravity field is related to the change of sea level, ice sheet,
climate and global Geoid, and it also restricts these changes. The Antarctic Gravity Field
reflects matter distribution nature inside Earth. In order to analyze the feature of Antarctic
Geoid, some recent models of gravity field such as OSU91(360 terms), JGMOSU(360
terms) and WDM94(360 terms) had obtained. The geoid height and mean free-air gravity
anomaly of Antarctica (from south latitude 60 deg. to 90 deg.) were computed on the
base of WDM94 (see Fig.2 and Fig.3), and the same kind of values were obtained on the
base of OSU91 and JGMOSU. To compare the results from WDM94 with the values
from OSU91 and JGMOSU, the standard deviation of geoid height is 1.90 m and 2.09 m
respectively, and the standard deviation of mean free-air gravity anomaly is 8.97 milligal
and 9.32 milligal respectively.

  Fig 2. Isoline map of Antarctic geoid              Fig 3. Isoline map of Antarctic mean free-air
       height of WDM94 Model                       gravity anomaly of WDM94 Model
       (unit: m, isoline interval:5m)                    (unit: mgal, isoline interval:15mgal)

VI. The Digital Mapping Produced with Satellite Image of the Zhong Shan
Station Area
   Antarctica is covered with ice and snow all the year round. The Antarctic weather and
environment make surveying very difficult on ice sheet. Therefore mapping with satellite
images is a suitable approach. To make image map with TM data, some special methods
have been introduced:
   1) The direction filtering can efficiently remove the streaked noise;
   2) Image enhancement respectively with different areas by using the automatic
recognition approach made the image clearly,  and the details of the ice and snow surface
become visible with reasonable contrast.
   The precise processing used control points measured in the field, the mapping accuracy
can fully satisfy the requests of 1:100,000 scale topographic map.
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VII. The Recent Progress
a) Establishment of Permanent GPS Tracking Site at Zhong Shan Station
    After two years’ preparation, China established a permanent GPS tracking site at
Zhong Shan Station during 1998/1999 Antarctic summer season. The intention to
establish this site is to develop the research of Antarctic dynamic and related problem.
The content of research is as follows:

1) Link of the permanent GPS tracking site to the ITRF;
2) Accurate research on GPS satellite orbit in Antarctic area;
3) Providing foundation data for Antarctic plate movement;
4) Research on upper ionosphere and meteorology;
5) Research on crustal vertical motion.
This site, established according to international IGS standard, will be included into

Antarctic permanent GPS tracking sites network.
A double-frequency GPS receiver Geotracer sponsored by Spectra Precision AB,

was employed to perform continuous operation at this site. This kind of receiver has a
superior performance. It can even work well in the condition of -30? . It is controlled
under the GPS-Base software, which ensure it work continuously all the day and store
data automatically into computer.

The receiver was set up at the point that previously participated in SCAR Epoch
GPS Campaigns at Zhong Shan Station. Since this site was just established, there is
problem of not being able to transport data in time, which is hopeful to be solved in the
near future. Before it is solved, we use compact disc storage and transport data.
b) Navigation and Precise GPS Positioning during Inland Ice Sheet Traverse

As a component of ITASE (International Trans-Antarctic Scientific Expedition)
project (see Fig. 4), China has carried out her three Antarctic inland ice sheet traverses
since 1996.

Fig.3 the expedition routes of ITASE project
Every year traverse team departs from Zhong Shan Station and extends 300

kilometers, 500 kilometers and 1,100 kilometers towards Dome A(82°S, 75°E)
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respectively. As a member of the traverse team, surveyor is in charge of explanation
satellite images, navigation and precise GPS positioning.

The first traverse was carried out from Jan.18, 1997 to Feb. 1, 1997. The coordinate
of the end point of this traverse is 71°54’S ,77°59’E, where is 300 kilometers far away
from Zhong Shan Station. On Feb. 3,1998, China’s second inland ice sheet traverse team
departed from Zhong Shan Station, extended 500 kilometers towards Dome A to the point
(73°22’S, 77°00’E) and back to our base on Feb.19, 1998. On the basis of former
traverses, the third traverse team pushed forward successfully to Dome A area on Jan. 8th,
1999. The farthest point is (79°16’S ,77°00’E ) , the elevation of which is 3,900 meters.

According to the route designed, surveyor navigated in the first tractor during
advancing on ice sheet. Along the route, there was a mark rod every 2 kilometers for
navigation and ice mass balance observation. On every camp point, a double-frequency
GPS receiver was employed to collect observation data simultaneously with fixed point at
Zhong Shan Station. We could monitor ice mass balance and glacier drift with this
differential GPS technique. The mark for high precise positioning was a glass fibre pole,
which was 1 meter long, 3 cm in diameter. On top of the pole there was a clear mark for
centering.
c) Re-observing the Fildes Deformation Monitoring Network in West Antarctica
    During 1998/1999 Antarctic summer season, China re-observed some points of the
previous deformation monitoring network in Fildes strait in west Antarctica. We
strengthen the observing marker of these points before reoccupy. Two sets of Turbo
Rogue-8000 GPS receivers are employed and five baselines were observed. After the
primary calculation, the accuracy index of the baseline vectors were got as following
diagram:

Baseline I II III IV V
dx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dzs(mm)
1.5 1.5 3.3 1.1 0.9 2.5 1.1 1.0 3.4 1.1 1.6 2.6 1.2 1.6 3.6

Furthermore, Great Wall Station in west Antarctica participated in the SCAR Epoch
99 GPS Campaign and observed the elevation of the coastline terrace.
d) Developing Antarctic Internet Database

Information industry has made progress with the development of network
technology in recent years. At the same time, the development of theories of Digital Earth
and GIS Visualization advances the mapping technology, including the Antarctica
surveying. In order to satisfy with the rapid need to Antarctic data on internet, we are
developing the Internet GIS of Antarctica by GeoStar software.

 In this System, you can obtain the coordinate systems of Great Wall Station, Zhong
Shan Station and etc. You can browse the Vector data of maps and the corresponding
attribute data by the popular browser such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, Netscape
Navigator. You can acquire the information of scientific research and Antarctic surveying
of China. In other words, you can acquire, publish and share Antarctic data on Internet by
this system.
e) Surveying and Mapping in Grove Mountains

During the 15th CHINARE , except for a traverse team extending to Dome A, there
was another traverse team composed of 4 Chinese expeditioners including a surveyor
extended to Grove Mountains. It is said that it’s the first time getting to Grove Mountains
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for mankind. The task of this traverse team was to do geological research work in Grove
Mountains. The surveyor was in charge of navigation, GPS positioning, surveying and
mapping in Grove Mountains. Trimble 4000SST GPS receiver was employed to position.
Some control points were observed and the map plotting of Grove Mountains will be
completed in office in the future.

VIII. Prospect of Antarctic Surveying and Mapping of China
In the future, China will aim at the international advanced levels, pay attention to

cooperate with the world, carry out international and internal cooperation in Antarctic
surveying aspects. The emphasizes in the future development are as follows:

a) Carry out the research of tide gauging at Zhong Shan Station and sea-level
change in east Antarctica. This project will be put in practice with the help of Australia.
At present, both Australia and China come to a primary agreement about it;

b) Carry out absolute gravity observation and research at Zhong Shan Station. This
project will be carried out cooperating with the experts of surveying and mapping of
Taiwan, China;

c) Set up INMARSAT Communication Station at Zhong Shan Station as soon as
possible to solve the problem of the data transmission of permanent GPS tracking site.
This project will be carried out cooperating with internal relational departments.

d) Supplement the newest data of Antarctic surveying and mapping data and input
them into the database. We will consummate the database continuously in order to meet
the need of other objects. This Project will be carried out cooperating with internal
relational departments.
     e) Continue to participate in SCAR Epoch GPS campaigns in future.
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